
HOW AND WHERE TO SURF FISH FROM OUR 
NEARBY LOCAL BEACHES 

 
SURF FISHING MADE SIMPLE 

LIFE’S A BEACH ( A SALMON OBSESSION ) 
There’s nothing like a cool crisp morning on the beach.  Clean air, soothing ocean sounds, and a 
mega school salmon cruising a gutter not more than 30 to 40 meters offshore. 
It’s the whole experience that keeps us returning to the surf beaches season after season. 
Pound for pound Aussie salmon rate as one of the toughest light tackle sport fish that swims, once they 
reach the 2 to 3 kilo mark they will test any angler, come across a 4 to 5 kilo model and good luck to 
you.  

READING THE BEACH 
There is definitely an element of more than meets the eye in surf fishing.  Achieving consistent 
success in this form of fishing starts with being able to locate the “correct” areas of the beach to fish. 
There is no better place to start this process than from high up in the dunes behind the surf beaches, 
the dunes provide a perfect vantage point from which to scan the beach and search for the productive 
“holes” and “gutters”.  The gutters and holes on a surf beach can also be described as “salmon 
highways”. 
Identifying gutters and holes can be easy on a sunny day, just look for dark water, dark water means 
deep water.  Deep water channels running parallel to the beach are called gutters while a hole is 
well….a hole.  It is in these deep water highways that salmon schools cruise in their unrelenting search 
for food. 
On an overcast day the use of quality Polaroid sunglasses help immensely, breaking waves and white 
water are an indication of shallow water while calmer blue water is a signal of depth.  If you spot white 
water a fair way out preceded by calmer water closer in with breaking waves on the shore you’ve just 
found a gutter.  

THE RIG (BAIT) 
This is where the proof that there is more than one way too skin a cat theory prevails. Paternoster 
rigs (i.e. Hooks on droppers above the sinker) most will agree on, however from there, there are 
endless variations, 1 dropper or 2?.  Long shank hooks or ganged hooks, star sinkers or breakaway 
sinkers. I’m a subscriber of the K.I.S.S system, (Keep It Simple Stupid) as a result pre-tied rigs gain my 
favour with Black Magic’s Surf Snatcher being the pick of the bunch. Not only is the rig all tied up on 
80lb leader it also has the swivels ready to clip on giving you 2 fish-skin like  flies tied to the hooks that 
are a fish magnate and a further attractant (Technology gone mad again) I, and hundreds of other 
fisho’s discovered last season that salmon simply luv em’.    
WHERE 
Victoria is blessed with quality surf beaches from Mallacoota to Warrnambool.  All of which will 
produce salmon from time to time. However some of the most consistently productive beaches are no 
more than and hour to an hour and a half away from Melbournes CBD. East of Melbourne Rye back 
beach, Gunnamatta, Woolamai, Kilcunda and even the beaches of Venus bay are all close enough to 
be fished comfortably within a day.    

TACKLE REQUIRED 
Rod and reel – The most effective way to target salmon off the surf is with the use of 2 separate out 
fits. We will call the 1st outfit the bait outfit and the 2nd the lure outfit.   
“The bait fishing outfit” will consist of a rod approximately 12 to 15 foot in length and strong enough to 
cast star sinkers in the 3 to 5 ounce range. Daiwa’s Moonraker range of carbon graphite surf rods are 



an exceptional example of technology enhancing the fishing experience. These rods while  being as 
light as a feather, strong and a powerful as an ox and probably most importantly a 3 piece rod with a 
the action of a 1 piece it makes the difficulties of transporting the good old surf rod a thing of the past.   
The reel to match the bait fishing rod should be capable of holding 300 meters of 20 to 30lb braid or 
mono line.  Braid is preferred by most surf fishermen, as it’s extremely high breaking strain with 
ridiculously thin diameters aid casting distance immensely.  The sensitivity of the non stretch braid also 
provides a feel and sensitivity that mono just cant match.  New age surf reels now come with long 
distance casting spool technology as standard. Daiwa’s Emcast Advanced  is and example of this and 
other technological advancements.   
The lure fishing outfit – should be made up of a rod Between 8 to 10 foot in length and must be capable 
of casting lures in the 50 to 70 gram weight range.  The reason for the need of a 2nd outfit will be 
explained in the “how to” section.   
A reel to match this rod will be in the 4000 to 6000 size range and a line capacity of 300 meters of at 
least 15lb line is ideal.  
THE RIG (LURE) 
Metal slug lures are ideal for surf spinning. Apart from being heavy a good surf lure needs to have 
proper weight distribution, with the back end of the lure being heavier than the front, this makes the lure 
less prone too tumbling or spinning through the air when cast and so more aerodynamic.   
Another important feature of the lure is shine and action and in that order. Williamsons Gyro specialist 
surf lures hit the market awhile ago and have proven to be an absolute ripper for salmon on our local 
surf beaches. 

HOW TO ? 
Baits - Once you have chosen a gutter or hole to fish bait up your “bait fishing” outfit and cast into the 
desired area. Best baits are Bluebait,  Pilchards, Pippies, Whitebait & Red Rockets and are all on a 
salmons menu. The trick is to keep the bait on the hook through the cast. (This is when “invaluable surf 
tool #1” comes to the fore, BAITMATE see handy tips) 
And so begins the waiting game….. 
Salmon never sit still, not for a minute, this is why we use the bait fishing outfit as a salmon school 
locater.  Once you have located a school of salmon (i.e. hooked and landed your 1st fish) you can either 
continue bait fishing or switch over to the lure casting outfit and start peppering the school with your 
lure. A handy over the shoulder fish carry bag is recommended as by the time you land your 1st fish 
walk him up the beach, de-hook him/her, re-bait one or both hooks, tie the baits up with baitmate or 
adjust your lure, walk back down the beach and cast, by then that school of salmon could be half way 
to Tasmania. 
Speed and efficiency is the key.  (Enter “Invaluable surf tool #2” The over the shoulder fish holder bag, 
see handy tips) 
This spinning technique can at times help hold a school or portions of it in your vicinity for extended 
periods of time. It is not uncommon for a hooked salmon to have 5 or 6 of his buddies follow him up in 
to the shallows (probably lending moral support).  Land, de-hook and store this salmon in you fish bag 
and cast out again as quickly as possible. 
Being this self-sufficient will also allow you to walk along a beach and follow the salmon school as it 
moves along a gutter. 
Landing big salmon in the surf can be a tricky business particularly in the final stages of the battle.  
Learn to use the waves to your advantage by applying side pressure to surf big dogged fighting fish 
onto the sand is crucial.  

HANDY TIPS:  

1/ Baitmate – Thin elastic cotton used to cross wrap soft baits in order to keep them on the hook 
throughout a cast. No knots need to be tied due to its elasticity.  



2/ Over the shoulder surf fishing bag – Don’t waste time walking fish up and down a beach, The 
salmon school can move on too quickly so you need to eliminate time wasting procedures  

3/ The waist belt bait bucket – Is self explanatory and is used for the same reason as the above 
mentioned bag.  

4/ Waders – especially through winter they help keep the feet dry and your body warm. NOTICE we 
mention feet not thighs, waist or chest, stay safe.  

5/ Burley – Make sure you have plenty of it as you are working over a large expansive area.  

6/ Do not over look the shallow water between yourself and a gutter, especially on quiet days as big 
schools of mullet can be found there.  It can help keep you entertained until the next salmon school 
comes patrolling by!!  
7/ Surf rod holding Spikes – It gives you some where to rest the rod while you rig up, or to hold the 
another outfit not in use, also if your fishing with the heavier style Fibreglass outfits you can use them to 
rest your arms.  Most importantly they keep reels out of the sand. 








